ANNOUNCEMENTS
• Term Paper due next week
• Tonight's Agenda
 Human Sexuality
 Family Planning

It’s not till sex has died out between a man and a
woman that they can really love
I consider promiscuity immoral. Not because sex is evil, but because
sex is too good and too important. Ayn Rand

Human Sexuality
Sex:
“The only thing worth living for”
“The last refuge for the miserable”

Questions to think about
• My biggest problem with sex is?
• What I wished I had known about sex

before becoming sexually active? Or,
What I would like to know about sex before
becoming sexually active?

• What influenced my sexual attitudes?

Value Perspectives
Dilemma

Value Perspective

Sexual Choice

Premarital
Sex?

Religious Absolutism No
Relativism
Depends on circumstances
Hedonism
Yes

Disclose
HIV?

Legal Absolutism
Relativism
Hedonism

Extramarital
Sex?

Religious Absolutism No
Relativism
Depends on circumstances
Hedonism
Yes

Yes
Depends on circumstances
No

NATIONAL HELATH AND SOCIAL LIFE
SURVEY
(Michael, Gagnon, Laumann, 1994)

• Married people and cohabitors have more
frequent sex than unmarried people and
noncohabitors
• Married people and cohabitors are more
satisfied with their sex life than unmarried
people and noncohabitors
• About 70 (78) percent of US men and 80
(87) percent of US women are sexually
faithful to their spouses

Survey Continued
• About 1.5 percent of US women regard

themselves as lesbians; 3 percent of US
men regard themselves as homosexuals
• About 20 percent of US women report
having been forced to do something
sexual; 2 percent of US men report having
been forced to do something sexual

Human Sexuality
• Involves both physiological and psychological
•
•
•
•
•

factors
Is more variable because it is affected by
learning and social factors
Largely directed by individual beliefs and
attitudes
Less directly attached to reproduction
Serves to promote pair bonding and
communication
Greater source of pleasure

New Sexual Revolution
• Epidemic return of STD’s and AIDS
• Recreational sex prohibits bonding
• Freer sex has multiple repercussions






Freedom to have less commitment
Freedom to become pregnant
Freedom to be a single parent
The right to say “yes” and the lost right to say “no”
Sexual freedom for women actually liberated men
from sexual responsibilities

Factors correlating with Greater
Acceptance of Extramarital Sex
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Being male
Being young
Being nonreligious
Being highly educated
Believing in the equality of the sexes
Being politically liberal
Being unmarried
Being premaritally sexually permissive
Being in a cohabitation situation

Freedom of Choice and
Sexual Health
• Does my sexual expression enhance my self•
•
•
•

esteem?
Is my sexual expression voluntary—truly and
freely chosen?
Is my sexual expression enjoyable and
gratifying?
Will my sexual expression lead to an unwanted
pregnancy?
Will my sexual expression pass a sexually
transmitted disease to my partner?

The CERTS Model for Healthy Sex
(Wendy & Larry Maltz)
CONSENT means you can freely and comfortably choose whether or not to engage in
sexual activity. This means you are conscious, informed, and able to stop the activity
at any time during the sexual contact.
EQUALITY means your sense of personal power is on an equal level with your partner.
Neither of you dominates or intimidates the other.
RESPECT means you have positive regard for yourself and for your partner. You also feel
respected by your partner based on how your partner is treating you.
TRUST means you trust your partner on physical and emotional levels. You accept each
other’s needs and vulnerabilities and are able to respond to concerns with sensitivity.
SAFETY means you feel secure and safe within the sexual setting. You are comfortable
with and assertive about where, when and how the sexual activity takes place. You
feel safe from the possibility of negative consequences, such as unwanted pregnancy,
sexually transmitted infection, and physical injury.

Comparisons Chart
Sexual Abuse and Addiction

Sex is uncontrollable energy
Sex is an obligation
Sex is addictive
Sex is hurtful
Sex is a condition for love or devoid of love
Sex is "doing to" someone
Sex is void of communication
Sex is secretive
Sex is exploitative
Sex is deceitful
Sex benefits one person
Sex is emotionally distant
Sex is irresponsible
Sex is unsafe
Sex has no limits
Sex is power over someone
Sex requires a double life
Sex compromises your values
Sex feels shameful

Healthy Sex

Sex is controllable energy
Sex is a choice
Sex is a natural drive
Sex is nurturing, healing
Sex is an expression of love
Sex is sharing with someone;
Sex requires communication
Sex is private
Sex is respectful
Sex is honest
Sex is mutual
Sex is intimate
Sex is responsible
Sex is safe
Sex has boundaries
Sex is empowering
Sex enhances who you really are
Sex reflects your values
Sex enhances self esteem

A Sample Healthy Sex Trust Contract © 2007
Wendy Maltz, all rights reserved
We agree that:
It’s okay to say no to sex at ANY TIME.
It’s okay to ask for what we want sexually, without being teased or shamed for it.
We don’t ever have to do anything we don’t want to do sexually.
We will take a break or stop sexual activity whenever either of us requests it.
It’s okay to say how we are feeling or what we are needing at ANY TIME.
We agree to be responsive to each other’s needs for improving physical comfort.
What we do sexually is private and not to be discussed with others outside our relationship unless we give permission to
discuss it.
We are each ultimately responsible for our own sexual fulfillment and orgasm.
Our sexual thoughts and fantasies are our own and we don’t have to share them with each other unless we want to
reveal them.
We don’t have to disclose the details of a previous sexual relationship unless that information is important to our present
partner’s physical health or safety.
We can initiate or decline sex without incurring a negative reaction from our partner.
We each agree to be sexually monogamous unless we have a clear, prior understanding that it’s okay to have sex
outside the relationship (this includes virtual sex, such as phone or Internet sex, or using pornography as a sexual
outlet).
We will support each other in minimizing risk and using protection to decrease the possibility of disease and/or
unwanted pregnancy.
We will each agree to be medically tested for sexually transmitted disease at any time.
We will notify each other immediately if we have or suspect we have a sexually transmitted infection.
We will notify each other if we suspect or know that a pregnancy has occurred from our lovemaking.
We will support each other in handling any negative consequences that may result from our lovemaking.

The HealthySex Communications Guidelines© 2007
Wendy Maltz and Larry Maltz,
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Both partners need to make a commitment to engage in a discussion about
intimate concerns.
Choose a quiet time for discussion when you are not likely to be interrupted. Give
your undivided attention to being with your partner.
Sit reasonably close to each other and maintain eye contact. Be aware of the tone
and volume of your voice.
Avoid blaming, name-calling, accusations and sarcasm.
Deal with only one issue at a time.
State specifically and clearly what you feel and need. Use "I statements", rather
than "you statements." (Example: Say "I felt rejected when you didn't want to hug
last night" rather than "You're so cold; the way you treat me is cruel.")
Maintain an optimistic perspective that change is possible. Avoid bringing up
resentments from the distant past. Refrain from using the words "always" or
"never".
Listen to your partner. Strive to understand each other's feelings and needs.
Communicate that understanding to your partner. (You can communicate
understanding and still have a different opinion or perspective than your partner).

The HealthySex Communications Guidelines© 2007 Wendy
Maltz and Larry Maltz, Maltz

9. When discussing sexual intimacy concerns, keep in mind that partners are apt to feel
scared, embarrassed, or hurt. Emphasize what you like and what works well before
making a new request or discussing something that bothers you.
10. Avoid getting sidetracked on irrelevant issues; "It happened in 2005." "No, it was
2004." Refrain from "I'm right, you're wrong" arguments.
11. Explore and discuss various options for change. Work together to brainstorm how
individual needs can be met and feelings addressed more effectively. Make the issue
the "problem", not each other.
12. See intimate problems as a normal, natural part of a relationship. Turn them into
opportunities to learn and grow as a couple.
13. If you and your partner agree to a solution to the problem, try it out, then plan to
discuss in the near future how the solution is working for both of you.
14. Give yourselves permission to table discussion of an issue if you feel no progress is
being made. You each may get new insights and understandings thinking about it
independently. Make sure you resume discussion within several days.
15. Seek professional help when needed. Don’t allow unresolved sexual issues to fester
and erode your positive feelings for each other.

Advise from Masters & Johnson
on Sexual Health
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Always remember that good sex begins with
your clothes on.
Take time to think about yourself as a sexual
being
Take responsibility for your own sexual
pleasure
Talk with your partner about sex
Make time to be together regularly
Don’t let sex become routine
Understand working at sex doesn’t work

Masters & Johnson Cont.
• Don’t carry anger into your bedroom
• Realize that good sex isn’t just a matter of
•
•
•
•
•
•

pushing the right buttons.
Nurture the romance in your life
Don't make sex too serious
Don’t always wait to be “in the mood”
Realize that you and your partner don’t have to
see eye to eye sexually
Don’t be afraid to ask for help
Try to keep your sexual expectations realistic

More advice
• The man and the woman both ought to feel free
•
•
•
•

to initiate sex
Both men and woman show variations in sexual
desire over time
The physical setting either enhances or retards
love making
Realize frequency varies with each couple and
age.
Relax! Find ways to temporarily escape worries
about money, kids, work etc…

And more….
•
•
•
•

Make a Date
Take regular nights away from home
Go Slowly
Don’t worry about what everyone else is
doing
• Keep at it.

Family Planning
• Children are wanted by both parents
• Partners need to ber healthy, physically and
•
•
•

psychologically, to supply love to one another
and the children
Stable family economic situation
Family can supply sufficient educational
opportunities to learn the skills to survive and be
successful in the culture
Experts suggest waiting in order to make marital
adjustments, enjoy each other, and make a
stable economic situation

Birth Control
• Hormonal





Implants
Pills
Injections
Vaginal ring

• IUD

Birth Control
• Barrier Methods







Condom (male & female)
Withdrawal
Diaphragm w/spermicide
Spermicide alone
Sponge
Cervical cap

Birth Control
• Fertility Awareness






Post-Ovulation
Symptothermal
Ovulation
Calendar
Periodic Abstinence

• Surgery

A Healthy Pregnancy
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Choose an obstetrician or midwife
Watch your diet
Take prenatal vitamins
Exercise regularly
No alcohol
Cut back on caffeine
Stop smoking
Get some rest

